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for the Away Team
In an increasingly global marketplace, European companies find that
they face the risk of litigation in the United States with ever-growing
frequency. They may face US litigation as an expected consequence
of contracting with US entities or as an unexpected consequence of
unforeseen events affecting US parties. The flurry of lawsuits brought
against BP in the wake of the devastating oil spill reaching US soil is
one such example, in an ever-increasing number of cases being filed in
the federal and state courts across the United States.
When any lawsuit is received, corporate counsel must promptly
assess both the substance and procedural status of the case. While
dispute resolution systems around the world will present some common
challenges and areas of uncertainty, a number of unique aspects of US
litigation may dramatically affect the related risk assessment. The good
news is that some risks may be reduced by the choices a party makes.
The bad news is that the options are not necessarily obvious or available
indefinitely, increasing the need for timely legal advice.
We address 10 factors European companies should consider when
assessing potential risk related to the US litigation process. These
factors encompass issues related to the selected court, judge and jury;
the treacherous areas of discovery and disclosure, including document
preservation and ediscovery; compensation of counsel and insurance
coverage; unique risks of class actions and punitive damages; and the
path from ruling to post-trial relief and judgment enforcement. The
article focuses on the questions to ask US counsel about the litigation
process and highlights areas where options exist. No amount of
planning will remove all of the uncertainty surrounding US litigation,
but a clear understanding of issues and options may at least render the
associated risk more manageable.

in US Litigation
By Dr. Martin Wagener and Barb Dawson
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The starting point: Consider the
court selected by the plaintiff

	less prevalent at the trial-court
level. The internet may provide some
The United States is founded upon a
information about the judge, but its
system of dual sovereignty, where both
accuracy and completeness cannot be
the national (federal) government and its
guaranteed.
constituent states are sovereign entities.
• Is there an option to change judges?
One government exists at the federal
The system may allow a party to
level, and that government includes a
“strike” or veto the assigned judge,
federal court system. Meanwhile, each of
with or without stated cause, so that a
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pendently functioning government and
should be careful consideration of the
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court system. For a litigant, this means
available options and consequences
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that a lawsuit could arise in any number
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of different courts, in any part of the
What is known about a potential
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United States.
jury? A corporate defendant should
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determine whether the plaintiff has
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requested a jury; the law entitles the
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One court may be more advantageous to
plaintiff to a jury in the particular
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case and if a jury is desirable.
Another could be the opposite. While it
Assuming a jury has been requested
is often difficult or impossible to predict
by a plaintiff (which is likely), some
which court a plaintiff will choose, complicated questions
general information about a possible jury may be
sometimes arise as to which court should properly hear the
known. For example, a corporate defendant would
case once it is filed. In evaluating the risk confronted in a
want to consider the population from which the
given American court, a non-US corporate defendant should
jury would be drawn: Is it rural or urban? Are there
keep the following issues in mind.
relevant commonalities in values, experiences or exposure to issues? What is the size of the jury under that
The courts of the 50 states
court’s specific rules? Under what circumstances may
With a non-US corporate defendant, it is quite likely
a potential juror be stricken — with or without cause?
that any lawsuit will be filed in the state court system.
• What are the rules for jurors? For example, the state
Plaintiffs’ counsel often perceive an advantage to suing
of Arizona has a system, now followed by others,1
allowing jurors to discuss the case from its inception,
in state court, where judges and juries are seen as more
take notes during the case, and submit questions for
inclined to protect local parties and local interests. Also,
the court to ask witnesses or counsel in real time, if
state courts sometimes employ more lenient standards
the questions are appropriate. How these practices
of pleading and proof than the federal courts, making
may impact a particular case has been the source
it easier for plaintiffs to impose expense and potentially
of much study and some interesting findings. These
succeed in their litigation. If faced with a state-court
considerations are worthy of discussion with counsel
lawsuit, a non-US corporate defendant should ask the
in assessing risk.
following questions:
• What is known about the judge? Each state court will
The federal court system
have its own process by which people become judges.
A non-US corporate defendant sued in the US federal
In some states, judges are selected in a merit-based
court system may take some comfort. For one thing, the
system. In other states, judges are elected. Some
standards of pleading and proof in federal court are generjudges must periodically stand for re-election, while
ally more stringent than in state court, making it more
others have long-term appointments. Also, the fact
difficult for plaintiffs to impose expense and succeed on the
that the judge may not have any special training to
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tional background about a particular judge, including
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pointment process generally makes information about their
backgrounds and judicial temperament readily available.
Federal trial judges often publish their decisions, which may
be consulted for an idea of the judge’s philosophy.
A number of questions should still be asked of US
counsel. Federal judges may have local rules and practices
unique to their districts, or specific to them as individuals, that can materially affect a matter. For example, some
judges might be known for processing cases slowly, while
others go to the opposite extreme, forcing parties to litigate
the case on a compressed timetable. Also, while there is a
good deal of public information about federal judges, local
counsel still will likely have “off the record” insight into
their less commonly known preferences and expectations,
like their tendency to invite oral argument or their aggressiveness at rule enforcement. It is fair to ask counsel for
such information.
The federal court system also employs officials known
as “magistrate judges” who are not appointed for life.
While magistrate judges may not adjudicate cases without
the parties’ consent, they may still perform ancillary duties in a case such as resolving evidentiary disputes. Some
federal courts with a heavy caseload make extensive use of
magistrates in processing cases. Others do not. As a result,

a party cannot assess risk based upon the assignment to
a federal judge in the US system without considering the
impact of magistrates. Depending on a court’s practice, it
could be that a magistrate decides many critical issues in a
case, and that magistrate may have very different characteristics from the federal judge in charge.

Assessing the options to the court
of the plaintiff’s choice
Is service of process proper, and must this dispute be
resolved in the United States?
Before a US court may exercise jurisdiction over a
defendant, the Due Process Clause of the US Constitution
requires that the defendant receive a notice reasonably
calculated to apprise it of the pendency of the action, and
provide an opportunity to present objections. Rule 4 governs service of process in the US district courts; analogous
state rules prescribe the procedure in state courts. US
courts will dismiss the case if the plaintiff fails properly to
serve the defendant.
To serve a party abroad, you must follow the provisions
of the Hague Service Convention on the Service Abroad
of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Com-
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mercial Matters (the Hague Convention, or the Convention). This Convention creates a mechanism for service of
process within the signatory nations. It sets out the circumstances when default judgment may be entered against a
defendant who was served abroad and failed to appear, and
provides for relief from such a judgment. The US Supreme
Court interpreted the Hague Convention as “mandatory in
all cases to which it applies” and “pre-empt[ing] inconsistent methods of service prescribed by state law.”2 Service
of process that does not comply with the Convention is
invalid, even if it otherwise comports with the federal and
state law, and even if the defendant had actual knowledge
of the lawsuit.
In the United States, the Convention is triggered
whenever the internal law of a forum US state requires a
party to serve process by transmitting the documents (i.e.,
complaint and summons) abroad. Conversely, the Convention does not apply “where the forum state’s law does
not define the applicable method of serving process on a
foreign corporation as requiring the transmittal of documents abroad...” It also does not apply when plaintiff serves
defendant, or defendant’s agent, in the United States. The
presence of a subsidiary is “not necessarily enough to
render a parent subject to a court’s jurisdiction, for service

of process or otherwise.” Finally, the Convention does not
apply when defendant’s location is unknown.3
The Convention sets out comprehensive requirements
for service. Plaintiff must send the documents and the Request for Service Abroad of Judicial or Extrajudicial Documents to the “Central Authority” of the country where the
defendant is domiciled. Once it receives the documents
and the request, the central authority will serve the foreign
defendant with the process.
For a non-US defendant, early issues in litigation include:
• Is service under the Convention required?
• Is there any reason to waive the service
requirements?
• Is there reason to fight service as improper?
• Is there a basis for pursuing dispute resolution in
another country instead of the United States?
• And if so, what are the chances of obtaining the right
to proceed exclusively (or at least first) in a
non-US court?
These early questions are critical, given the differences
in court process and procedure as discussed below. In
some circumstances, a corporation may reasonably conclude that it is worth fighting for a familiar jurisdiction
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with the language and practices of one’s own forum. In
other circumstances, the prudent course may be to aggressively litigate in the United States with the goal of creating
a track record that will preclude additional frivolous claims
in the future.
Moreover, the rules in this area are potentially in flux
as US legislation focuses on ways to bring non-US parties
with US business ties into the jurisdiction of US courts. For
example, proposed amendments to the Foreign Manufacturer Legal Accountability Act introduced in 2010 would
require foreign manufacturers and producers importing
products into the United States to designate an agent in the
United States for acceptance of service of process. Such
legislation could change the rules in this area and/or test
the limits under the Convention.

While US courtrooms are
typically open to all observers,
rules vary as to the exclusion
of potential witnesses and
the inclusion of the press,
both of which are factors that
may dramatically affect a
party’s view of the process.
Is a move from one US court to another possible?
Another reasonable area of inquiry is whether a case
may be moved from state to federal court, from federal
to state court, or from a court in one part of the country
to another. There is obvious complexity to administering
a dual federal-state court system in a country spanning
almost 10 million square kilometers, and complex rules determine which courts may hear which cases, under which
circumstances. These rules may enable a non-US litigant to
move a case from a less favorable court to a more favorable
one, and should be explored with US counsel.
For example, if suit is filed in state court, the defendant
may have a right to “remove” that case from state court to
federal court. Removal may be warranted where none of
the plaintiffs are citizens of the same state as any defendants, or where the case involves a claim that is predicated
on federal law. Conversely, a case that was originally filed

in federal court may be dismissed from the federal court
if it does not involve either of these elements. The plaintiff
would then have to choose whether to abandon the litigation or re-file the case in state court.
It is also possible to dismiss or transfer a case for
geographic reasons. In general, a state or federal court
sitting in one state cannot hear a case if the defendant has
absolutely no connection to that state or its residents. A
case also may be transferred from the federal court in one
state to the federal court in another, where a party shows
that the party’s private interests warrant a transfer. Courts
balance the interests of the court and parties when such a
request is made.4
The possibility of moving a case from one court to
another is typically worthy of discussion, and that discussion should occur on a prompt basis. Once suit is filed, the
window of opportunity to make these moves usually closes
quickly. A non-US corporation does best to discuss these
issues with US counsel at the earliest opportunity.

Is a move out of the US court system to alternative
dispute resolution preferred?
Judicial fora are not the only (or even the chief) mode
of dispute resolution in the United States. Private procedures such as mediation and arbitration are widespread.
Sometimes as a matter of standard procedure, a court will
require, or at least encourage, the parties to submit to some
form of non-binding alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
to see if the dispute may be resolved without the aid of the
court. Alternatively, parties may agree in their contract that
a dispute will be subject to mediation and/or arbitration.
Both the US legislature and the US Supreme Court have
expressed strong support for private arbitration agreements
as a means of resolving business disputes.5 A well-crafted
ADR clause in the parties’ contract may allow the parties
to avoid US litigation, and instead resolve disputes in the
manner and location of their choosing.6
Thus, it is not uncommon for a non-US corporation to
enforce an arbitration clause against its litigation adversary, thereby removing the dispute from the US court
system to a private arbitrator or panel. The body of law
surrounding the enforcement of arbitration clauses is
relatively well developed but varies based upon the court’s
jurisdiction. The decision to exercise the right to arbitration carries obvious importance, as the streamlined procedures of arbitration can save litigants vast amounts of time
and expense. This option may be waived if not promptly
exercised, however, so it should be raised with US counsel
at the earliest opportunity.
Even if a dispute does not involve a written arbitration
agreement, arbitration may be a viable option if both parties are willing to consent to it. And as already noted, some
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courts require parties to at least attempt to utilize ADR to
resolve their dispute. A range of ADR options are available,
subject only to the creativity of counsel and the willingness of
the parties to participate. “Baseball arbitration,” for example,
is where each party argues its side of the case and submits a
proposed monetary award. The arbitrator listens to the case
and chooses the most reasonable award of the two. Each
party arrives at the arbitration with an incentive to submit a
reasonable proposal that the arbitrator is likely to accept.
The pros and cons of the US options for ADR, and the
benefit to using these options strategically at particular
stages of the litigation, should be discussed with US counsel early and often as the case unfolds.

Discovery and disclosure rules if the case
proceeds in a US court
For all parties, the American process of disclosure and
discovery may cause discomfort, and for non-US parties,
it likely presents the most unfamiliar part of the litigation
process. At the outset of the case, many courts impose automatic disclosure requirements on the parties. For example,
Federal Rule 26 requires that parties voluntarily participate
in “initial disclosure,” “disclosure of expert testimony,”
and “pretrial disclosures.” While state court systems vary,
extremes exist under which relevant information that is
helpful — and unhelpful — must be voluntarily produced to
the opposing party early in the case.7 Also, parties are able
to ask for the production of information from the other side
that is sometimes viewed as a “fishing expedition.” Accordingly, the topic of court-required disclosure is an essential
item on the agenda for discussion with US counsel.
Once a case is underway, discovery may begin. The
formal discovery process encompasses written requests for
information (e.g., interrogatories and requests for production of documents, electronically stored and other information), and deposition of witnesses, including party representatives, non-parties and designated experts. The scope
of discovery may largely drive the pre-trial cost related to a
matter. A corporate defendant facing an individual plaintiff
is apt to find discovery demands to have an adverse, lopsided impact. The mass of information and related intrusion
of discovery at a corporation is often much greater than the
impact on the individual party, who may have no documents or hesitancy to testify, and may have plenty of time
and desire to focus on the case. Specific inquiries about
the permitted and expected scope of discovery are likely to
assist the risk management analysis.
The events of discovery are also likely to surprise nonUS corporate executives, who may find that a plaintiff’s
attorney is seeking — and entitled to pursue — production of his hard copy records, electronic files, in-person
deposition testimony and sworn responses to some very

pointed, written interrogatory questions. No one enjoys
such surprises, and a non-US litigant should work with
US counsel to anticipate them. Collateral issues must also
be considered, particularly if potential criminal claims
may follow. There may be serious ramifications of public
disclosure with respect to sensitive information, going well
beyond the scope of the specific litigation. While a corporation’s own designation of information as “private” will not
automatically prevent its production, US courts may allow
the parties to make a confidential, non-public disclosure of
information in well-justified cases.
On the flipside, the potential of using discovery against
one’s opponent — particularly a corporate opponent —
may yield some value not typically in play in non-US dispute resolution. This possibility should be explored as well.
As the volume, scope, rules of engagement and local
practices related to each of these areas vary drastically
based upon the particular state or federal court, these topics may drive decisions to attempt to move a matter from
one court to another.

The must-know area of document preservation
and ediscovery: What must be saved and why?
A discussion of US litigation requirements related to
discovery and disclosure would be woefully incomplete
in current times without comprehensive coverage of the
hazards surrounding document preservation obligations
and ediscovery. With the seminal case of Zubulake vs. UBS
Warburg L.L.C., 229 F.R.D. 422 (S.D.N.Y. 2004), which
sent shockwaves through corporations everywhere, the US
expectations relating to this area changed forever. While
the full scope of issues related to this area cannot be addressed in a single article, key questions to ask US counsel
include the following:
• What are the applicable court rules related to document preservation and ediscovery? The rules tend to
be more defined in federal than state courts, and yet
variations in both systems exist.8
• What are the actual practices to be expected under
these rules? This question is just as important as the
form of the rules themselves. Even in federal court,
where the rules are more specific, local practice varies as to the ability of the parties to stipulate to and
agree upon different procedures in the case. Practices
continue to evolve as counsel becomes more experienced in this area.
Every litigant in the US court system should be aware of
the serious consequences that can attend the mismanagement of electronic evidence. Rules applicable to spoliation
of evidence — the willing or negligent destruction of evidence necessary in the case — have led courts to sanction
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parties for losing electronic data.9 Consequences range
from the exclusion of related evidence to entry of judgment
against the party responsible for the spoliation. The significant hazards and traps for the unwary arising in this area
lead to the following essential questions:
• What must we preserve?
• What notice should we provide to ensure that
preservation occurs?
• Who should receive the notice?
• What should be done to confirm that documents
— electronic and hard copy — have been properly
preserved?
• How and when must we collect the documents?
• Who should handle these tasks?
• What are the proper roles of counsel — inside and
outside — and others in this process?
• To what extent is our work protected from discovery
or disclosure under a privilege or otherwise?
• What do we do if the expectations under these US
rules conflict with the laws of other countries by
which we are bound?
The bad news is that this area of law is not sufficiently
settled for a strong body of guiding authority to exist. The
good news is that, so far, the courts have largely employed
standards based on a principle of reasonableness.10 Corporations with good document maintenance systems in place
— before issues arise — are in the best position to comply
with the applicable requirements. Yet, whether compliance
with US requirements creates separate issues under the
laws of the country in which the documents reside, may be
a driving factor with no easy solution.

The path to a decision: Rules for dispositive motion
and trial practice
Naturally, every defendant in US litigation wants to
understand the best paths to a rapid resolution of the case.
Counsel should help the non-US corporate defendants understand and assess these options, which typically include
motions to dismiss, motions for judgment on the pleadings,
and/or motions for summary judgment.
Typically, such dispositive motions are only appropriate
where resolution of an issue of law could partially or fully
dispose of the case. In turn, the central question is generally
whether the case turns upon an issue of law, or an issue of
fact, which requires a good understanding of both. As this
distinction is often not as clear-cut as one would expect,
case-specific analysis is valuable in this context. Needless
to say, the faster and less expensive approach is generally to
dispose of a case by motion rather than by trial.
If the case presents issues of fact, a motion probably will
not succeed in disposing the entire case. In this situation, a

trial is likely required. If so, the rules for trial, and possible
options available to stipulating parties, are key. Depending
upon the court and the nature of the case, trial could occur
before the judge or before a local jury. The witnesses who
might testify at the trial could vary based upon the court’s
subpoena power.11 Also, the evidence most likely to be
admitted depends upon local rules and often the particular
judge’s discretion. More broadly, who may observe trial
could vary. While US courtrooms are typically open to
all observers, rules vary as to the exclusion of potential
witnesses and the inclusion of the press, both of which
are factors that may dramatically affect a party’s view of
the process.12 While a party may not be able to avoid some
undesired rules of engagement in the US trial process,
knowledge of common practices at least strengthens the
ability to properly assess the risks, hopefully at a point in
time when more attractive options still exist.
Increasingly, US courts are experimenting with alternatives to the standard track trials. An understanding of nonstandard options available in the jurisdiction, if any, may
make a significant difference in how a case is approached.
For example, some courts allow the parties to stipulate to
“short trials,” saving on time and costs but requiring some
strategic and sometimes difficult decisions about what will
be presented in very limited time. Also, some courts encourage parties to engage a private judge — the upside being the
potential of more confidentiality and control surrounding
the trial process, and the downside being that the judge must
be privately paid and agreed upon by adverse parties, with
the potential of appeal likely being removed as an option.13
As US courts confront an ever-increasing caseload,
coupled with financial pressures that tend to reduce the
available staff and resources, trial options that partly or
completely remove matters from courts’ dockets are gaining
popularity. There may be times when a private resolution is
the best answer. There also, however, may be times when
publicly fighting to deter future copycat frivolous claims is
the wiser course. Enlisting US counsel to explore and advise
on the pros and cons of alternatives is a logical measure.

Money matters: Compensation of counsel
and insurance coverage
Under any legal system, the human factor of compensation to counsel exerts a marked effect on behavior. In
the US system, where the plaintiff’s counsel may be paid
on contingency instead of on an hourly basis, the impact
of this factor is magnified. The impact of contingency arrangements has added such drama to the system that it has
been the subject of such US movies as “A Civil Action,”
“The Sweet Hereafter” and “The King of Torts.” It is important to understand the likely plaintiff payment scenario
and the ethical rules related to attorney compensation, as
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these factors will drive the conduct of plaintiff’s counsel to
some degree.
Understanding the payment options for one’s own defense counsel is also fundamentally important. Here, again,
not only will a solid appreciation for the customary arrangement help with assessment of options, but also with an
understanding of the ethical limits. While a full discussion
about alternative fee arrangements is beyond the scope of
this article, this issue must be studied on an ongoing basis,
as commonplace practice in the United States is changing.14
One should also question the availability to either side
of fee — or cost — recovery. Unlike some other countries
in the Common Law tradition, the United States rejects
a general rule that the loser in the litigation must pay the
winner’s legal fees. However, specific state laws often provide for an award of fees against the loser in some commercial cases, whether the cases arise in state or federal court.
The rules here will vary potentially with the source of the
dispute, the specific claims and the applicable law, among
other things.15 And in some circumstances, the value of
such fee and cost recovery may drive the decision to settle
or proceed with litigation.
Finally, the availability of insurance coverage for all,
or any, of the litigation expenses and exposure should be
investigated promptly upon notice of a claim. Early notice
to a carrier may significantly reduce the potential that a
company will need to fight an additional battle with an
insurer over timely notice of an otherwise covered matter.

While much of the US system
is in sync with other systems
when it comes to damages, its
punitive damages principles
pose a relatively unique threat.
Assessing unique risks of class claims
As class action claims have recently become available in
some European countries, the nature and scope of this US
mass litigation tool has gained a fair amount of attention.16
Because US class actions may result in windfall attorneys’
fees awards, not tied to the hours worked, the risk associated with US class action claims will likely be elevated.
Federal and state rules govern the creation of class actions. For example, Rule 23(a) of the Federal Rules of Civil

Class actions are particularly
perilous because the
federal rules do not require
affirmative certification: A
plaintiff who fails to opt out
may automatically become
a member of the class.
Procedure spells out four prerequisites to the maintenance
of a class action: “(1) the class is so numerous that joinder
of all members is impracticable, (2) there are questions of
law or fact common to the class, (3) the claims or defenses
of the representative parties are typical of the claims or
defenses of the class, and (4) the representative parties will
fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.”
Class actions amplify an individual plaintiff’s power visà-vis a corporate defendant, and expose companies to an
augmented judgment liability. Attorneys focusing on their
potential personal profit may initiate class actions. In such
cases, deep-pocketed defendants are typically the targets.
Class actions are particularly perilous because the federal
rules do not require affirmative certification: A plaintiff
who fails to opt out may automatically become a member
of the class. The high stakes related to class actions often
drive consideration of ADR or other tools to confine, resolve or at least aggressively address claims at a very early
stage in the litigation.

Assessing unique risks of punitive damages
Any conversation regarding the risks involved in litigation, both in and outside of the United States, would be
incomplete without a discussion of damages. While much
of the US system is in sync with other systems when it
comes to damages, its punitive damages principles pose a
relatively unique threat. Punitive damages are awarded in
circumstances where the findings are deemed to warrant
punishment of a party.17 Therefore, punitive damages do
not directly relate to the loss incurred by the plaintiff.
Rather, they depend on the status of the party being punished, and the amount of damages that is determined necessary and appropriate to catch the wrongdoer’s attention
and correct its future behavior. “Smoking gun documents,”
such as email exchanges that executives never expected to
be disclosed, may trigger punitive damage consideration.
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Proceedings, Competing Stakeholders and Multiple Venues
(Aug. 2008). This InfoPAK provides a general overview
of the legal issues, concerns, and considerations that
in-house counsel should be aware of when its company
is faced with a crisis. It addresses a wide-range of issues
and areas commonly affected by a company crisis,
including the media, regulatory concerns and litigation
issues. www.acc.com/infopaks/cm-lit&inv_apr08
ACC has more material on this subject on our website.
Visit www.acc.com, where you can browse our resources
by practice area or search by keyword.

Examples of massive punitive awards are easy to find. In
a VIOXX trial, the jury awarded $229 million in punitive
damages to a single plaintiff.20 In an anti-discrimination
suit against Novartis, one of the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies, a New York jury awarded plaintiffs $250
million in punitive damages.21
The US Supreme Court has taken a recent interest in
punitive damages awards, expressing discomfort with the
idea of crippling punishment in the context of a civil (as
opposed to criminal) dispute. The Supreme Court has held
that punitive awards exceeding compensatory damages by
more than a single-digit multiplier are unlikely to satisfy
constitutional limits.22 Even with these limits, the potential
for punitive damages, and damages in general, should be
included in any discussion of potential US litigation risks.
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Post-trial relief: What is the path to a final result?
Another area warranting consideration is the path to a
final resolution after the trial court outcome. Particular attention should be paid to the US appellate process as state
and federal procedures vary greatly. Questions to ask in
this area include:
• What are the levels of appeal?
• What is known about the judges at each level?
• May an appeal be taken as of right, or does it depend
upon the court’s discretion?
• What is the financial obligation of a party to bond
an appeal?23
• How long is each level of appeal likely to take?
• What enforcement of a lower court judgment, if any,
may occur while a matter is on appeal?
• What may be done to stop such judgment
enforcement pending the outcome of an appeal?
• To what extent are the attorneys’ fees and other costs
related to an appeal that could be recovered by the
prevailing party?
• Is this a good time to explore settlement? The answer
is often yes.

In general terms, the advantage
of having a separate US entity
is the potential to limit risk
of exposure, arising from
US business and related
litigation, to just that entity.

tial for such enforcement of a judgment from a court in the
United States on European soil, the question is frequently
asked as to whether a separate US affiliate is advisable.
In general terms, the advantage of having a separate
US entity is the potential to limit risk of exposure, arising
from US business and related litigation, to just that entity.
However, in certain instances, plaintiffs may ask courts to
pierce the corporate veil and assert jurisdiction against the
foreign parent. Courts employ three different approaches
to evaluate the relationship between the foreign parent
and the US entity.25 Under the “corporate formalities approach,” courts ask whether the parent and the subsidiary
maintained formal corporate separation. Under the “control” approach, courts examine the degree of the parent’s
control over the subsidiary. Under the “hybrid approach,”
courts examine formality of the separation and the degree
of the parent’s control over the subsidiary. At bottom,
courts inquire whether “sufficient grounds” exist to treat
the subsidiary as the parent’s alter ego.
Advanced planning warrants consideration of the proper corporate structure when an entity is global in its reach.
If the entity is doing business in the United States, or even
with US entities or residents, it arguably has exposure to
US litigation. If so, the establishment of an appropriate US
entity, separate from the European parent, may be wise.

All litigation involves risk
Risk is best managed if it is broken down and well
understood. When it comes to the risks inherent in US
litigation, risk management is not intuitive and cannot be
understood unless the right questions are answered. The
checklist above is not all-inclusive, nor is it case specific. It
is, however, a broad overview of some common risk areas
in the US court system, which is a good starting point for a
collaborative risk assessment by US counsel and a European corporate client. Rephrasing a venerable Greek philosopher: to maximize your success, you must know what you
can control and what you cannot.∑

The ability and willingness of each party to appeal an
adverse trial outcome plays a significant role in any strategic litigation calculus.

Have a comment on this article? Visit ACC’s blog
at www.inhouseaccess.com/articles/acc-docket.

Win or lose: The critical rules of judgment
enforcement and the role of the US affiliate

Editor’s note: For detailed endnotes, please see the Digital
Docket edition available at www.acc.com/docket.

Just as a win or loss on paper is never the end of
the matter, the risk assessment is not complete without
consideration of judgment enforcement. In general, US
judgments tend to be enforced in Europe if the European
state determines that: (1) the US court had jurisdiction;
(2) defendant was served properly; (3) proceedings were
not marked by fraud; and (4) the US judgment is not
against the foreign state’s public policy.24 Given the poten-
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